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This brief introductory note by the organising chairs of
Healthcare Intelligent Multi-Agent Systems (HIMAS2020)
provides a background to this topical collection, which ac-
companies the HIMAS2020 workshop. Our HIMAS2020
workshop was competitively selected in peer review to form
an official part of the International Conference on
Autonomous Agent s and Mul t i -Agen t Sys t ems
(AAMAS2020) in New Zealand. Agent technology and
Intelligent Agents in Healthcare have gained well established
applications to solve various problems in the healthcare do-
main. This topical collection presents seven articles that dis-
cuss different applications of agent systems, in diverse medi-
cal areas including circadian rhythmmodelling, patient trajec-
tories, emotional expression, brain MRI segmentation, health
decision support system, healthcare cognitive services, and
healthcare digital twins.

A wide range of submissions were received for the
HIMAS2020 workshop. The call for papers attracted leading
research in healthcare multi-agent-systems. The peer review
process with rigorous feedback and scoring reduced the work-
shop acceptance rate, leading to a selected number of best
submissions which were accepted for workshop participation
and presentation. Furthermore for this accompanying topical

collection publication of proceedings, these seven papers were
selected.

All the papers included for publication in this issue dem-
onstrate the importance and vital contribution of multi agent
systems to healthcare. The papers also outline various open
problems and research questions that must continue to be ad-
dressed in our research community as future or ongoing re-
search works.

This year’s HIMAS2020 workshop was held entirely on-
line, as opposed to the original venue in New Zealand, an
unconventional approach due to the severe affects and travel
restriction caused by the world outbreak of SARS-CoV-2
(“novel Coronavirus”).

This introductory article to the topical collection also
serves to celebrate the success and track record of this
workshop series. This International Workshop on
Healthcare Intelligent Multi-Agent Systems (HIMAS2020)
extends the long track record and experience in our
organising team with the regular string of related work-
shop series dating back to 2002. The first workshops on
agents applied in health care (A2HC) were held at ECAI
2002 in Lyon, France. Then followed ECAI 2004 in
Valencia, Spain, IJCAI 2005 in Edinburgh, Scotland,
ECAI 2006 in Riva del Garda, Italy, AAMAS 2008 in
Estoril, Portugal, and eHealth 2010 in Casablanca,
Morocco. Then the workshop became Agents for
Ambient Assisted Living (AAAL11 and 12) held with
PAAMS 2011 and 2012, AAMAS 2012 in Valencia,
Spain, and AIME 2013 in Murcia, Spain. Agents and
Multi-Agent Systems for Ambient Assisted Living and e-
HEALTH 2013. The Multi-Agent Systems for Healthcare
(MASH’14) (held with AAMAS 2014). A2HC 2015 in
Istanbul, Turkey, and A2HC 2017 in São Paulo, Brazil.
Also, the Joint Workshop on Artificial Intelligence for
Health (AIH 2018) at IJCAI. Finally, our workshop that
these proceedings accompany: HIMAS2020, part of
A A M A S 2 0 2 0 , N e w Z e a l a n d . I t i s t h e
organisers ongoing intention that each workshop built up-
on the last, strengthening foundations for future
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workshops to be announced extending this research com-
munity further.

Finally, we express gratitude to the many scientists
who contributed in some way towards delivering
HIMAS2020: presenters, reviewers, organisers past,
present and future, schedulers, publishers, editors,

HIMAS chairs, AAMAS chairs, research readers and
authors.
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